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I’m hoping to have washed and put my woolly
jumpers into hibernation but who knows! As
we’ve seen this week, British Summer Time
doesn’t necessarily mean Summer. I’m certainly
not planning on putting away my knitting needles
anytime soon though and development of our
Simply Sheepish hat, mitten, and scarf sets is well
under way. I’m using a super chunky yarn on size
9mm needles and pieces can be made in one
sitting (if there’s a couple of hours going spare!).
We’re a tiny bit behind schedule as I started
tutoring online – with Taiwanese and Chinese
students on GMT+8, figuring out the hours was
another seasonal challenge when the clocks
changed - but we’ve got Autumn sales firmly in
our sights.
The super chunky knits are very cosy and, after a
few false starts, I think we’ve found the Simply
Sheepish ‘look’ for our accessories and knitwear.
I’ve included a few hat prototype pictures to
show the thought process. In the end we decided
a deep brim was essential and a simple but
interesting textural stitch worked well. I’ve also
written the pattern for and made one mitten but
my maths was a bit off on the thumb so it’s
slightly huge but that’s easily tweaked. Still
debating whether to go for a truly enormous scarf
(a statement but a lot of yarn!) or something a bit
snugger and more cowl/snood-like.

Hat No.1

Hat No.2

Hat no.1 was more like a skullcap with no brim; for hat no.2 we
added a chunky brim with a reverse stocking stitch body…

Hat No.3,
Swatches &
Pattern

Mitten & Super
Chunky Yarn

After a few swatches we decided a tweed-like, broken rib stitch
worked well in the super chunky yarn; very happy with the mitten
but need to adjust that thumb!

As well as developing the knitwear I’ve been researching more sheep breeds, sourcing wool, and we have
five new kits in the pipeline: Diana the Jacob, Natasha the Radnor, May the Manx Loaghtan, Mary-Jane the
Southdown, and Pepper the Shropshire. As you can probably tell, we have a lot of fun with the names, it
really helps to get to know them. To let you into a secret, they’re actually inspired by female comic book
characters, partly because of the Shepherd’s pop culture fandom, and also as a nod to the layout of the kits
(we used storyboard panels as sort of stylistic touchstone for the design) – not sure if anyone’s cottoned on
yet [to almost use a crafty pun!]. They’re a quirky and eclectic bunch of ewes who will hopefully join our
current flock in time for Summer pastures.
A final anecdote for this quarter’s newsletter, things were ticking along nicely post-Christmas: January was
initially busier than expected; February was a little quiet but fine; then in March there was an explosion of kits
with 15 sold in a single day! We haven’t had the app going into overdrive like that since the Christmas
penguins... The strangest thing was that all of the kits were headed for West Yorkshire. Initially we thought it
was a craft group located in the area but higher than average sales continued for a fortnight and were
spread all over the region, into North Yorkshire too. We also wondered if perhaps the Etsy algorithm
targeted people with our kits for some reason but still have no idea why West Yorkshire in particular – maybe
the historic textile mills??! Not that we’re complaining! ; )
Yours sheepishly,
Emily.
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